March 21: The Asia Society celebrated Asia Week New York with a benefit dinner at 583 Park Avenue. The guests were encouraged to come in "Asian chic" or festive national dress, and many did:
1. STEPHANIE FOSTER, left, and VISHAWNA N. DESAI, the society’s president
2. HASEEM KHAN and RANJANA KHAN.
3. MIŚA FLEMMING.
4. MIRANDA TANG, left, and KAREY DEEMAN.
5. MIYURO MURAKA, left, and KONDO KITAKA.
6. LINDA LINDENHAIN, left, and LILY WANG.
7. MELISSA CHIU.
8. SARAH ZAVALETA, left, and JANET ROSS.
9. MICHAEL BRANN and MALIKA VIRA.
10. CHRISTOPHER ROGERS, left, and JOHN FOSTER.

March 22: Vicky Colbert, the founder of the Escuela Nueva Foundation, received the $250,000 Henry R. Kravis prize in leadership. Escuela Nueva helps improve low-income schools around the world.
16. From left, MARIE-JOSÉE KRAVIS, VICKY COLBERT and HENRY R. KRAVIS.
17. MICHAEL DOUGLAS.
18. PRINCESS HAYA of Jordan.

March 23: The Metropolitan Opera premiere of Rossini’s “Conte Ory” followed by a dinner. gala was underwritten by Yves Saint Laurent.
28. From left, ANN ZIFF, MERCEDES BAMS and KATHRYN MILLER.
26. From left, DAVID SCV MARLENHE HED and JAN JIN.
27. From left, LISA SCHNITZLER, PETER GEORGESCU and BARBARA GEORGESCU.
28. BRANT GYDER and MARY CUMMERS.
29. OREN BOWERSOCK and CLAIRE WOLFKUS.
30. STEPHEN PILAT and LINDSEY WISON.
31. SHANNON UHLENHOP, left, and PATI SMITH.
32. ADRIENNE ARSHAT.
33. DARRELL HARTMAN.
34. From left, ANA RUI SAHABE KG and RAQUEL ZIMMERMAN.
35. NEVILLE WAKEFIELD.
36. From left, NODELLI SANTORO, MARVA KABAOI and SANDY BRANDT.

March 24: Daniel Rose gave his wife, Joanna S. Rose, an 80th birthday present in the form of an exhibition of her collection of red-and-white quilts at the Park Avenue Armory. Part of the gift was opening the show to the public through March 30. Admission is free.
19. The exhibition.
20. JAN TAFIE.
21. ELIZABETH KINGMAN.
22. LUCY DANZIGER, left, and ELIZABETH N. WARRIN, the show’s curator.
23. From left, VICKY COVW, STELLA RUBIN, LAURA PARSONS and YVONNE LIU.
24. STACY C. HOLANDER.

March 25: The Metropolitan Opera premiere of Rossini’s “Conte Ory” followed by a dinner. gala was underwritten by Yves Saint Laurent.
37. From left, ANN ZIFF, MERCEDES BAMS and KATHRYN MILLER.
38. From left, DAVID SCV MARLENHE HED and JAN JIN.
39. BRANT GYDER and MARY CUMMERS.
40. OREN BOWERSOCK and CLAIRE WOLFKUS.
41. STEPHEN PILAT and LINDSEY WISON.
42. SHANNON UHLENHOP, left, and PATI SMITH.
43. ADRIENNE ARSHAT.
44. DARRELL HARTMAN.
45. From left, ANA RUI SAHABE KG and RAQUEL ZIMMERMAN.
46. NEVILLE WAKEFIELD.
47. From left, NODELLI SANTORO, MARVA KABAOI and SANDY BRANDT.